A guide to super-resolution fluorescence microscopy
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For centuries, cell biology has been based on light microscopy and at the same time been limited by its optical resolution. However, several new technologies have been developed recently that bypass this limit. These new super-resolution technologies are either based on tailored illumination, nonlinear fluorophore responses, or the precise localization of single molecules. Overall, these new approaches have created unprecedented new possibilities to investigate the structure and function of cells.

Introduction
The understanding of cellular functions requires detailed knowledge of all factors, their interactions and modifications as well as their distribution in the cell and dynamic changes thereof. From the very beginning, microscopy has played a key role in cell biology. Since the first studies of biological structures by early pioneers of microscopy like Robert Hooke and Antoni van Leeuwenhoek in the 17th century, technical developments and improved manufacturing have lead to greatly improved image quality but were ultimately faced with a limit in optical resolution. Based on experimental evidence and basic principles of physics, Ernst Abbe and Lord Rayleigh defined and formulated this diffraction-limited resolution in the late 19th century (Abbe, 1873; Rayleigh, 1896). Later key innovations—including fluorescence and confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM)—made optical microscopy one of the most powerful and versatile diagnostic tools in modern cell biology. Using highly specific fluorescent labeling techniques such as immunocytochemistry, in situ hybridization, or fluorescent protein tags, the spatial distribution and dynamics of virtually every subcellular structure, protein, or genomic sequence of interest can be analyzed in chemically fixed or living samples (Conchello and Lichtman, 2005; Giepmans et al., 2006).

Still, even with perfect lenses, optimal alignment, and large numerical apertures, the optical resolution of light microscopy was limited to approximately half of the wavelength of the light used. In practical terms this meant that only cellular structure and objects that were at least 200 to 350 nm apart could be resolved by light microscopy (see box for details). Much of the fundamental biology of the cell, however, occurs at the level of macromolecular complexes in the size range of tens to few hundred nm, i.e., beyond the reach of conventional light microscopy.

An early and powerful approach to obtain more detailed information is using electrons instead of photons. Following the same physical principal, but with a 105 times smaller wavelength, electron microscopy (EM) is able to achieve up to 100× greater resolving power. However, state-of-the-art transmission and scanning EM techniques are technically demanding, relatively costly, and time-consuming. Importantly, due to principles of signal detection, the possibility to specifically label and visualize multiple cellular structures or components in one specimen is still limited. Moreover, chemical fixation and contrasting procedures and/or physical sectioning render specimens vulnerable to artifacts and exclude the option to observe living cells or organisms at high resolution in their unperturbed state. Therefore, improving the resolution of fluorescence light microscopy while keeping its major advantages remains a pivotal challenge.

Classical ways to enhance the resolution of light microscopy
The practically achieved resolution depends on many factors and reaches the theoretical limit only under optimal conditions. The best possible resolution as defined by the diffraction barrier can only be achieved in an environment with homogeneous refractive index, high signal intensity, and minimal background signals. In reality, optical aberrations and out-of-focus blur affect the signal-to-noise ratio and decrease the effectively achievable resolution, especially in the case of complex biological samples.
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The process of fluorescence imaging with a well-designed microscope is somewhat similar to painting the perfect object structure with a fuzzy brush. The shape (or rather the intensity distribution) of this brush is called the point spread function (PSF) as it describes how a point-like object is spread out in the image. The process of painting with such a fuzzy brush is mathematically called a convolution operation (object is convolved with PSF to form the image). Thus, the fineness as well as the shape of the brush (PSF) determines the level of detail that can be discerned in an image.

### The diffraction (Abbe) limit of detection

Resolution is often defined as the largest distance at which the image of two point-like objects seems to amalgamate. Thus, most resolution criteria (Rayleigh limit, Sparrow limit, full width at half maximum of the PSF) directly relate to properties of the PSF. These are useful resolution criteria for visible observation of specimens, but there are several shortcomings of such a definition of resolution: (1) Knowing that the image is an image of two particles, these can in fact be discriminated with the help of a computer down to smaller distances. Determining the positions of two adjacent particles thus becomes a question of experimental precision and most notably photon statistics rather than being described by the Rayleigh limit. (2) These limits do not necessarily correspond well to what level of detail can be seen in images or real world objects; e.g., the Rayleigh limit is defined as the distance from the center to the first minimum of the point spread function, which can be made arbitrarily small with the help of optical techniques such as the use of a single lens or a filter to reduce the effective aperture of the microscope. (3) They are not motivated by understanding that light is a diffracting wave which poses a finite limit to the level of detail contained in such waves, as explained below.

Abbe’s formulation of a resolution limit avoids all of the above shortcomings at the expense of a less direct interpretation. The process of imaging can be described by a convolution operation. With the help of a Fourier transformation, every object (whether periodic or not) can uniquely be described as a sum of sinusoidal curves with different spatial frequencies (where higher frequencies represent fine object details and lower frequencies represent coarse details). The rather complex process of convolution can be greatly simplified by looking at the equivalent operation in Fourier space: The Fourier-transformed object just needs to be multiplied with the Fourier-transformed PSF to yield the Fourier-transformed ideal image (without the noise). Because the Fourier-transformed PSF now describes how well each spatial frequency of the Fourier-transformed object gets transferred to appear in the image, this Fourier-transformed PSF is called the optical transfer function, OTF (right panel). Its strength at each spatial frequency (e.g., measured in oscillations per meter) conveniently describes the contrast that a sinusoidal object would achieve in an image.

Interestingly, the detection OTF of a microscope has a fixed frequency border (Abbe limit frequency, right panel). The maximum-to-maximum distance \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \) of the corresponding sine curve is commonly referred to as Abbe’s limit (left panel). In other words: The Abbe limit is the smallest periodicity in a structure, which can be discriminated in its image. As a point object contains all spatial frequencies, this Abbe limit sine curve needs to also be present in the PSF. A standard wide-field microscope creates an image of a point object (e.g., an emitting molecule) by capturing the light from that molecule at various places of the objective lens, and processing it with further lenses to then interfere at the image plane. Conveniently due to the reciprocity principle in optics, the Abbe limit \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \), along an in-plane direction in fluorescence imaging corresponds to the maximum-to-maximum distance of the intensity structure one would get by interfering two waves at extreme angles captured by the objective lens:

\[
\lambda_{\text{max}} = \frac{\lambda}{2n \sin(\alpha)_{\text{obj}}} = \frac{\lambda}{2 \text{NA}}
\]

where \( \lambda / n \) is the wavelength of light in the medium of refractive index \( n \). The term \( \text{NA} = n \sin(\alpha) \) conveniently combines the half opening angle \( \alpha \) of the objective and the refractive index \( n \) of the embedding medium.

Abbe’s famous resolution limit is so attractive because it simply depends on the maximal relative angle between different waves leaving the object and being captured by the objective lens to be sent to the image. It describes the smallest level of detail that can possibly be imaged with this PSF “brush.” No periodic object detail smaller than this shortest wavelength can possibly be transferred to the image.

A widely used strategy to increase signal-to-noise ratio and thereby improve image resolution is the deconvolution of wide-field image z-stacks. This computational post-processing tries to reconstruct the most probable object, which could have given rise to the detected image by using the image of a point-like object—the point-spread-function (PSF, see box). This PSF is ideally determined experimentally for the particular microscope in use. Computational image restoration assigns out-of-focus intensity back to its originating position in space, resulting in a significantly improved image contrast and a modest increase in spatial resolution (Agard and Sedat, 1983; Agard et al., 1989; Wallace et al., 2001). Additional prior knowledge, such as the emitted signal being positive, enables deconvolution algorithms to “guess” details beyond Abbe’s limit. However, the obtained improvement depends on the studied object with best results for sparse objects such as filaments or vesicles (Heintzmann, 2007) and little improvement for other objects.

Confocal laser scanning microscopy, in contrast, employs a redesigned optical path and specialized hardware. Here, a tightly focused spot of laser light is used to scan the sample and a small aperture (or pinhole) in the confocal image plane of the light path allows only light originating from the nominal focus to pass (Cremer and Cremer, 1978; Sheppard and Wilson, 1981; Brakenhoff et al., 1985). The emitted light is detected by a photomultiplier tube (PMT) or an avalanche photodiode (APD) and the image is then constructed by mapping the detected light in dependence of the position of the scanning spot. In principle, CLSM can achieve a better resolution than wide-field fluorescence microscopy but, to obtain a significant practical advantage, the pinhole needs to be closed to an extent where most of the light is discarded (Heintzmann et al., 2003).

Alternatively, an interferometric detection technique could be used (Wicker et al., 2009).
New strategies to improve optical resolution

Wide-field deconvolution and CLSM have long been the gold standards in optical bioimaging, but we are now witnessing a revolution in light microscopy that will fundamentally expand our perception of the cell. Recently, several new technologies, collectively termed super-resolution microscopy or nanoscopy, have been developed that break or bypass the classical diffraction limit and shift the optical resolution down to macro-molecular or even molecular levels (Table I). Some of these technologies have now matured from the breadboard stage to commercially available imaging systems, making them increasingly attractive for broad applications and defining a new state of the art.

Conceptually, one can discern near-field from far-field methods and whether the subdiffraction resolution is based on a linear or nonlinear response of the sample to its locally illuminating (exciting or depleting) irradiance. The required nonlinearity is currently achieved by using reversible saturable optical fluorescence transitions (RESOLFT) between molecular states (Hofmann et al., 2005; Hell, 2007). Besides these saturable optical fluorescence transitions also other approaches, e.g., Rabi oscillations, could be used to generate the required nonlinear response.

Note that each of the novel imaging modes has its individual signal-to-noise consideration depending on various factors. A full discussion of this issue is beyond the scope of this review, but as a general rule, single-point scanning systems, albeit fundamentally limited in speed by fluorescence saturation effects, can have better signal-to-noise performance for thicker samples.

Near-field methods

The most prominent near-field microscopy approach in cell biology utilizes the effect of total internal reflection at highly inclined angles at the glass–medium interface for the illumination of fluorophores (TIRF). The exponential decay of the evanescent field illumination intensity restricts excitation to a thin region extending to 100–200 nm behind the surface of the cover glass. Because there is effectively no signal from out-of-focus regions, the signal-to-noise ratio is improved in comparison to any computational method of out-of-focus blur removal. Notably, TIRF enhances only the axial resolution to below the diffraction limit. Although TIRF microscopy (TIRFM) has become a valuable and relatively easy-to-implement standard method in those fields of cell biology that deal with surface structures and dynamics (e.g., exo- and endocytosis in the plasma membrane, adhesion, and cytoskeleton), much of the cell interior is out of reach.

A sophisticated near-field approach, near-field scanning optical microscopy (SNOM, NSOM), works without objective lenses and instead scans samples with a very small physical aperture, e.g., positioned at the tip of a tapered glass fiber. In this case the evanescent wave is limited laterally as well as axially, thus bypassing the diffraction limit in all three dimensions of space, bringing the resolution to below 20 nm (Betzig and Trautman, 1992). However, the fundamental limitation remains as only surface structures can be imaged (de Lange et al., 2001; Höppener et al., 2005; van Zanten et al., 2009).

Far-field methods

Besides these rather specialized near-field approaches, three more generally applicable far-field methods, SIM, STED, and PALM/STORM, have been introduced. Their basic principles are outlined in Fig. 1 and discussed in detail below.

Structured illumination microscopy (SIM).

Super-resolution structured illumination microscopy illuminates a sample with a series of sinusoidal striped patterns of high spatial frequency. This pattern is typically generated by laser light passing through a movable optical grating and projected via the objective onto the sample (Heintzmann and Cremer, 1999; Gustafsson, 2000). When illuminating a fluorescent sample containing fine structures, coarser interference patterns—moire fringes—arise in the emission distribution and these coarse fringes can be transferred to the image plane by the microscope. By applying these bar code–like excitation patterns in different orientations and processing all acquired images using computer algorithms, a high-resolution image of the underlying structure can be generated (Fig. 1A). These algorithms use the data (via various cross-correlation and minimization algorithms) to estimate the experimental parameters, such as the grating constant, phases and direction, unmix the multiple overlapping components in frequency space, and finally shift the moiré information back to the originating high frequency places to synthesize the image. With this approach the lateral resolution increases by a factor of two beyond the classical diffraction limit. With three-dimensional SIM (3D-SIM), an additional twofold increase in the axial resolution can be achieved by generating an excitation light modulation along the z-axis using three-beam interference (Gustafsson et al., 2008; Schermelleh et al., 2008) and processing a z-stack of images accordingly. Thus, with 3D-SIM an approximately eightfold smaller volume can be resolved in comparison to conventional microscopy (Fig. 2). To computationally reconstruct a three-dimensional dataset of a typical mammalian cell of 8-µm height with a z-spacing of 125 nm, roughly 1,000 raw images (512 × 512 pixels) are recorded. Because no special photophysics is needed, virtually all modern fluorescent labels can be used provided they are sufficiently photostable to accommodate the additional exposure cycles.

An attractive feature of structured illumination for cell biological applications is the fact that standard dyes and staining protocols can be used and multiple cellular structures can be simultaneously imaged with optical sectioning in three dimensions. Thus, fine patterns of replication foci could be resolved throughout the entire nucleus by 3D-SIM and quantitatively analyzed (Baddeley et al., 2010). The multicolor capability of 3D-SIM allows the imaging of several cellular components and the mapping of their relative positions in macromolecular complexes, enabling the study of their spatial relationship within the surrounding cellular contexts. One such example is the identification of interchromatin channels leading up to individual nuclear pores (Schermelleh et al., 2008). A multicolor 3D-SIM imaging of a mitotic cell is shown...
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</tr>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Principle</strong></td>
<td>Small aperture scanning (no lens)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Acronym</strong></td>
<td>SNOM/NSOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Illumination-emission dependence</strong></td>
<td>Linear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Detector</strong></td>
<td>Scanning PMT/APD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>XY-resolution</strong></td>
<td>20–120 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Z-resolution</strong></td>
<td>10 nm (near-field range)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial z-sectioning</strong></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dyes</strong></td>
<td>Any</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Simultaneous colors</strong></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Temporal resolution for 512 × 512 image</strong></td>
<td>s-min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Energy load/intensity</strong></td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Live-cell imaging</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Postprocessing required</strong></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notes</strong></td>
<td>No intracellular imaging</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
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**Near-field**
- Small aperture scanning (no lens)
- Near-field illumination

**Far-field**
- Confocal laser scanning
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- Wide-field + deconvolution
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- Wide-field CCD/CMOS
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in Fig. 3A. Recently, the first steps toward the imaging of living cells with SIM were taken to visualize mitochondria, tubulin, and kinesin dynamics in living cells (Hirvonen et al., 2009; Kner et al., 2009). However, the strict requirement of sample stability during the recording of the multiple images for each time-point makes a number of technical improvements and short cuts necessary. Most importantly, the acquisition of image sets has to be accelerated and at least initially confined to two dimensions by, e.g., TIRF.

It should be noted that the above-mentioned technique of structured illumination is related to an approach used for optical sectioning in wide-field microscopes (Wilson et al., 1998) that is commercialized under the names Apotome by Carl Zeiss, Inc., OptiGrid by Qioptiq, or the Angstrom system by Quorum/Leica. However, the illumination patterns used in these cases are too coarse to achieve a significant in-plane resolution improvement.

Structured illumination and strictly speaking even confocal microscopy make use of the resolution-enhancing influence of a spatially varying illumination. Spatial frequencies present in the excitation pattern can be added to Abbe’s limit, which is valid for detection. In terms of the maximal spatial frequency, this yields a summation of the highest spatial frequency present in the illumination beam and the highest spatial frequency being detected. In other words, when the sample responds proportional to the illumination intensity, the Abbe limits for illumination and detection have to be added to form the new resolution limit. Roughly twofold resolution enhancement can be achieved this way.

This addition starts with the assumption that the emitted (and thus also the detected) signal is proportional to the amount of illumination light hitting a fluorophore (or in other terms, the total PSF is effectively the product of excitation PSF and emission PSF). To circumvent the Abbe limit, one thus has to exploit properties of the illumination light interacting with the sample itself. Breaking the linear dependence between local illumination power and detection efficiency distribution enables microscopy modes that can go significantly beyond the limit imposed by Abbe’s law on linear fluorescence microscopy.

This nonlinear response principle has been used in stimulated emission (Hell and Wichmann, 1994), ground state depletion (Hell and Kroug, 1995), and nonlinear saturated structured illumination microscopy (SSIM). SSIM is an extension of the above-described SIM concept using intense illumination saturating the fluorophore (Heintzmann et al., 2002; Heintzmann, 2003; Gustafsson, 2005). First experiments verified this concept, demonstrating a resolution better than 50 nm (Gustafsson, 2005). One limitation of direct saturation of fluorophores is that the required powers may lead to excessive bleaching, for example by absorption from the excited state or triplet state. More recent concepts (Hofmann et al., 2005; Hirvonen et al., 2009) have used photoswitchable fluorophores to achieve the required nonlinearity. To our knowledge, however,
Stead microscopy has been successfully applied on biological samples (Kittel et al., 2006; Sieber et al., 2006; Willig et al., 2006), for example showing that synaptotagmin remains clustered after synaptic vesicle exocytosis (Willig et al., 2006). The commercially available TCS STED system from Leica reaches a lateral resolution down to 60 nm using picosecond pulses of a Ti/Sa laser for stimulated emission depletion (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 B). The considerable costs of this technology have now been addressed in the TCS STED CW system that implements continuous wave lasers for excitation and depletion (Willig et al., 2007; Fölling et al., 2008a).

An important consideration is the choice of the right dye. The depletion laser wavelength should by no means fall into the excitation range of the dye, causing unwanted excitation in the region of fluorescence depletion. Also, the absorption of the red STED light by the excited singlet or triplet state of the fluorophore should be avoided to prevent severe photobleaching. Thus, the set of suitable dyes with appropriate photochemical properties (little Anti Stokes excitation, broad Stokes shift, high quantum yield) is limited compared with conventional methods. Less strict requirements are imposed by continuous-wave STED (CW-STED), which can be used with most conventional green-emitting dyes. Two-color STED (Donnert et al., 2007) has recently been demonstrated and is now commercially available, but further extension to three colors is currently hampered by the requirement of nonoverlapping excitation, emission, and depletion bands of wavelengths. Several recent publications have also demonstrated the application of STED in live-cell imaging experiments mostly investigating protein distribution and dynamics in membranes and vesicles (Hein et al., 2008, 2010; demonstrations of high resolution in the 50-nm range have not yet been published.

Stimulated emission depletion (STED). A method using a nonlinear saturation process not for the excitation, but rather for a controlled de-excitation of previously excited fluorophores, is termed stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy (Fig. 1 B). Fluorophores slightly off the center of the excitation PSF will be illuminated with this stimulated emission depletion beam (which has a doughnut shape with a zero intensity at the very center generated by passage through an appropriate phase plate) and therefore de-excited back into the ground state of the fluorophore. Conveniently, this de-excitation also protects these fluorophores from photobleaching. In practice, attention needs to be paid to the correct timing, duration of the STED pulse, and a good quality of the zero intensity in the center STED beam. When this stimulated emission beam is driven into saturation, the excited state population gets depleted everywhere except for the very center, where the STED beam intensity is zero. Fluorescence from this central region is then spectrally separated from the further red-shifted STED beam and detected. The nonlinearity of the stimulated emission depletion is an essential feature to achieve high resolution images. Current experimental setups routinely achieve a resolution in the range of 30–80 nm.

The resolution of such a scanning microscope is essentially determined by the spot size of remaining excited fluorophores. The above principle of shaping the exciting point spread function with saturated emission depletion has been proposed and realized by Hell and colleagues (Hell and Wichmann, 1994; Klar et al., 2000; Dyba and Hell, 2002; Dyba et al., 2003). STED microscopy has been successfully applied on biological samples (Kittel et al., 2006; Sieber et al., 2006; Willig et al., 2006), for example showing that synaptotagmin remains clustered after synaptic vesicle exocytosis (Willig et al., 2006). The commercially available TCS STED system from Leica reaches a lateral resolution down to 60 nm using picosecond pulses of a Ti/Sa laser for stimulated emission depletion (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 B). The considerable costs of this technology have now been addressed in the TCS STED CW system that implements continuous wave lasers for excitation and depletion (Willig et al., 2007; Fölling et al., 2008a).

An important consideration is the choice of the right dye. The depletion laser wavelength should by no means fall into the excitation range of the dye, causing unwanted excitation in the region of fluorescence depletion. Also, the absorption of the red STED light by the excited singlet or triplet state of the fluorophore should be avoided to prevent severe photobleaching. Thus, the set of suitable dyes with appropriate photochemical properties (little Anti Stokes excitation, broad Stokes shift, high quantum yield) is limited compared with conventional methods. Less strict requirements are imposed by continuous-wave STED (CW-STED), which can be used with most conventional green-emitting dyes. Two-color STED (Donnert et al., 2007) has recently been demonstrated and is now commercially available, but further extension to three colors is currently hampered by the requirement of nonoverlapping excitation, emission, and depletion bands of wavelengths. Several recent publications have also demonstrated the application of STED in live-cell imaging experiments mostly investigating protein distribution and dynamics in membranes and vesicles (Hein et al., 2008, 2010;
enhance the emission PSF. Under conditions where all photons are emitted from the same source, a simple fitting procedure on the image or the determination of the center of mass allows a more precise position determination than with the uncertainty of just a single emitted photon, which is stated by the width of the emission PSF. Although this principle has been known for a rather long time, most methods to separate such particles, which were based on their emission characteristics such as color (Bornfleth et al., 1998) or fluorescence lifetime (Heilemann et al., 2002), were limited to imaging only a few particles in close proximity. This changed drastically when it was realized that time could be used to separate the particles. The idea to assemble many such localized positions into high resolution images of the sample was termed pointillism, in analogy to the artistic painting technique (Lidke et al., 2005). The chance of detecting particles with overlapping signals in one image could be reduced to almost zero by limiting the number of simultaneously emitting particles (Betzig et al., 2006; Hess et al., 2006; Rust et al., 2006). This first became possible by using either photoactivatable dyes (e.g., paGFP), as in photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM) and fluorescence photoactivation localization microscopy (FPALM), or by using photoswitchable dye pairs (e.g., Cy3–Cy5) or photoswitchable proteins (e.g., EosFP), as in stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM). Such series of a few thousand images can then be processed into high resolution images typically reaching a resolution in the range of 30 nm (Fig. 1 C, Fig. 2, and Fig. 3 C).

It should be noted that the performance of these pointillistic methods critically depends on the labeling density and the imaged biological structure. Thus, they may perform better for imaging smaller or filamentous objects than dense and bulky structures. In view of the discussion of resolution limits above, it is now interesting to look at the predicted resolution of the pointillistic methods. Only considering the statistical noise of photon counting and assuming the point spread functions to be Gaussian, the laws of Gaussian error propagation state that the precision of localization scales with the inverse square root $N^{-1/2}$ of the number of detected photons. In other words, the resolution is limited by photon statistics or the more photons are collected the better is the resolution.

Variations of this method have been published by numerous groups adding new acronyms, such as SPDM (spectral precision distance measurement; Bornfleth et al., 1998; Lemmer et al., 2009), PALMIRA (PALM with independently running acquisition; Egner et al., 2007), GSDIM (ground state depletion and individual molecule return; Fölling et al., 2008b), or dSTORM (direct STORM; Heilemann et al., 2008). The latter use the reversible photoswitching of organic fluorochromes to a long-lived dark state (e.g., the triplet state or charge transfer complexes), which extends this method in principle to conventional dyes.

Two-color applications on biological samples have been demonstrated for most approaches (Bates et al., 2007; Bock et al., 2007; Shroff et al., 2007; Bossi et al., 2008; Gunkel et al., 2009; Subach et al., 2009; van de Linde et al., 2009) and has been successfully used to map vertebrate kinetochore components.
on stretched chromatin fibers (Ribeiro et al., 2010). Recent implementations have also demonstrated the ability to localize single molecules with subdiffraction accuracy (50–80 nm) in the axial direction over an extended imaging depth of a few microns by either introducing an astigmatism, as in 3D STORM (Huang et al., 2008a,b), by a double-plane detection in biplane (BP) FPALM (Juette et al., 2008), or by engineering a double helix–shaped point spread function (DH-PSF; Pavani et al., 2009). The utility of these techniques for live-cell imaging has been demonstrated (Hess et al., 2007), although it is still restricted to small cellular subregions or rather slow processes in 2D. It will still take time and further engineering until these technical developments find their way into commercial systems. Nonetheless, the number of recent publications indicates that the field is rapidly progressing toward 3D live-cell studies.

### Opposing objective approaches

Conventional and super-resolution techniques can be combined with interferometric configurations to further enhance the axial resolution. In 4Pi microscopy, the concept of confocal microscopy is extended by having two precisely aligned identical objective lenses act as a single lens (Sheppard and Matthews, 1987; Hell et al., 1994a,b; Schrader et al., 1997, 1998; Egner et al., 2002, 2004) to achieve a z-resolution down to 80 nm. 4Pi microscopy has been successfully applied to study the details of the nuclear pore complex (Hüve et al., 2008) and to investigate H2AX at sites of DNA damage (Bewersdorf et al., 2006). Similarly, double-sided illumination and/or detection can enhance the axial performance of wide-field microscopy as in FIM (Gustafsson et al., 1999) or SMI (Albrecht et al., 2002), structured illumination as in IFS (Shao et al., 2008), STED as in isoSTED (Schmidt et al., 2008, 2009), and PALM as in iPALM (Shtengel et al., 2009). All these techniques require extremely precise alignment of the two opposing light paths via piezoelectric control and extensive preparatory alignment procedures. In addition, the sample preparation and embedding requires extra care. Coherent opposing lens arrangements are also very sensitive to temperature shifts and are altogether technically very demanding.

### Present trade-offs

As diverse as these new technologies are, so are their opportunities and trade-offs for applications in cell biology. Therefore, when choosing the best technology for a given cell biological question, one has to match experimental requirements with technical performance. For comparison, the technical performance data of several present super-resolution methods were compiled from recent publications (Table I). Some commercially available technologies improve lateral but not axial resolution, which makes them ideal for studies of flat structures such as membranes but less suited for extended 3D structures like the nucleus. Similarly, the possibility to image three or four cellular components in 3D with conventional staining protocols might outweigh the higher lateral resolution available from an alternative method (Fig. 2). Optimum resolution should be weighed against versatility, suitability for live-cell applications, and the simultaneous detection of multiple components.

For example, in developmental biology the ability to image entire embryos in three dimensions over long time periods may be more important than absolute resolution. Of particular interest for biological applications is light sheet-based microscopy, as larger specimens can be imaged with a substantially enhanced axial resolution down to 0.4 μm and minimal phototoxicity (Verveer et al., 2007). Thus, the embryogenesis of flies and zebrafish was successfully imaged with an isotropic resolution using selective plane illumination microscopy (SPIM) and an orthogonal camera-based detection (Huiskens et al., 2004; Keller et al., 2008). Also, one has to keep in mind that some of the published performance benchmarks are “world records” established by experts and may not be easily obtained in a routine laboratory. Multi-user environments should consider the manageability and the availability of the necessary technical expertise to run and maintain a given system. Thus, the complexity and user-friendliness of the system, the susceptibility to artifacts, and the demands for special sample preparation should be taken into account (Fig. 4).

Most challenging still is the full-fledged implementation of super-resolution in light-sheet microscopy, i.e., the monitoring of dynamic processes with multi-dimensional time-series at super-resolution without affecting the physiology or viability of the cell. In case of samples with a constant density of fluorophores, higher resolution for the same field of view automatically means less fluorophores per volume element (voxel) as the interrogated volume becomes smaller, e.g., a twofold better resolution in 3D entails an eightfold smaller volume, meaning also eightfold less fluorophores at the same labeling density. To compensate the drop in brightness and achieve a similar signal-to-noise as in the normal resolution image, the excitation intensity could be increased which would, however, also increase...
phototoxicity and adversely affect living cells. Alternatively, the imaging time could be prolonged, which makes it more likely that the cells or subcellular components move within this extended image acquisition time. This is especially true as some super-resolution methods are already slower to begin with. However, it has to be noted that the situation becomes more relaxed when the structure of interest is essentially one-dimensional (filaments) or even point-like (vesicles). In the latter case, all of the signal would only be present in the few voxels covering the vesicle, allowing the image quality to be retained even at an identical number of totally present fluorophores (or detected photons). First attempts toward live imaging succeeded by carefully matching the appropriate technologies to the imaging problem at hand and by being willing to accept compromises in versatility and scope (Hess et al., 2007; Kner et al., 2009; Nägerl et al., 2008; Shroff et al., 2008; Westphal et al., 2008).

Future perspectives/outlook

Just a few years after their first implementation, these rapidly developing super-resolution techniques have already had a clear impact on modern cell biology. Although all these techniques represent a formidable advance over conventional microscopy, they also have their specific strengths and weaknesses as discussed above. At present, there is no ideal system available that could combine the highest spatial resolution laterally and axially along with multicolor capabilities and temporal resolution for live-cell applications. Although there are inherent limitations, such as photon statistics that create a trade-off between spatial and temporal resolution, there is still room for improvement. The development of more sensitive detectors/cameras and flexible lasers together with fast-switching optical elements, such as acousto-optical deflectors or liquid crystal spatial light modulators, will further speed up image acquisition and increase the temporal resolution. Increased sensitivity will enable lower excitation intensities and thereby reduce the phototoxic effects on the physiology and viability of the observed cells.

The implementation of interferometric and nonlinear approaches in commercial products is still technically challenging but will likely be an important step toward new performance benchmarks. Another promising direction is the combination of super-resolution light microscopy with EM techniques like the correlative PALM-TEM (Betzig et al., 2006). Such combined approaches provide valuable contextual information for the study of cellular nanostructures. The development of new switchable and/or photostable fluorophores (Fölling et al., 2007; Fernández-Suárez and Ting, 2008; Schröder et al., 2009; Subach et al., 2009) and the chemical modulation of photophysical properties (Donnert et al., 2006; Staudt et al., 2007; Steinhauser et al., 2008; Vogelsang et al., 2008; Bogdanov et al., 2009) will mark further improvements. Finally, new types of molecular probes such as extremely small and stable chromobodies that can detect antigens in living cells (Rothbauer et al., 2006) in combination with these super-resolution techniques will further expand the repertoire of modern cell biology.

A formidable challenge remains the imaging of the thick biological specimen, as the sample itself is part of the optical system. The natural optical anisotropy of these samples foils all engineering attempts to build perfect systems. Future solutions may not eliminate this problem but could map the optical anisotropy of cells and then compensate for it by post processing and/or adaptive optics (Kam et al., 2001; Booth et al., 2002; Ji et al., 2010), similar to what is already practiced in astronomy. In this emerging field a number of further innovations are currently being developed. Significant engineering challenges remain before these next-generation super-resolution technologies become widely available. As the first super-resolution microscopes are now becoming commercially available, many new and exciting insights into cellular structure and function are to be expected in the near future.
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